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[Sunny Roof] The roof is covered with green houses that enables the building to make best use of the solar energy in an economic way. In addition, it can also provide an appealing leisure space in the air.

[Vertical Community] Reorganization of the spaces in residential highrises. Small clusters are created in favour of community interaction, thus common spaces are created as an improvement to Modernist highrise typology.

["I amsterdam"] Reproduction of the city propaganda, designed as the facade for the inhabitants, the concealed meaning of "I amsterdam" is activated.

[Urban Plaza] The intermediate level between the highrise and the city, a place where urban activities happen. The urban plaza is designed in a similar manner as the city of Amsterdam is built, unplanned but typological structure, which makes encountering more pleasant. The interspersion spaces are amplified to activate and accommodate even diversified urban activities.

[Bridges] A series of footbridges are added to the area in order to increase the accessibility to the area, thus better connected with the rest of the city.

[The Tunnel] Several tram run through the area and previously determined the characteristics of the area. The mobility is important to the area but an alternative way to treat the traffic should be sought. The tunnel is not a closed space but a sightseeing line that dives into the dynamic city life.
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